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Today
What are institutions?
Two examples of why we might think
institutions matter

1.
2.

1.
2.

3.

North and South Korea
Haiti and the Dominican Republic

Do institutions help explain the big questions?
China and the West
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Institutions
n

n
n

“Institutions are the rules of the game in a
society . . . the humanly devised constraints that
shape human interaction” (North 1990)
Institutions are the way we organize society
Structure the incentives for social, political, and
economic interactions
q

Can be cultural—cultural constraints can be as strong
or stronger than legal ones
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Institutions
n

Sometimes formal
q
q

q

n

Laws, constitutions, court systems
Investment depends on whether the laws allow you to
get a return on your investment
Example: usury laws limiting excessive interest

Sometimes informal
q

q

q

Laws may not be obeyed, court systems may not
function
Investment depends on whether investment is likely to
be stolen
Example: corruption or expropriation
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Natural Experiment
n

n

n

n

We would like a way to examine whether
institutions matter
But cannot assign one country one set of
institutions, and another country a different set,
and see what happens.
Instead have to look at the accidents of history to
create a natural experiment
Two countries, alike in almost every other way,
except for differences in institutions
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Natural Experiment
n
n

Why can’t we just compare countries?
We already have
q

n

Easterly and Levine (2001) show that “good” policies
tend to be related to higher growth and high GDP per
capita

But countries have different institutions for many
reasons
q

q

It may be that rich countries can afford good
institutions (courts are expensive)
Then it is not good institutions that cause growth, but
growth that causes good institutions
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Natural Experiment
n

n

n

Want to compare countries that are alike in as
many ways as possible
The more alike they are, except for different
institutions, the more sure we can be that
institutions are the reason for the differences
Example:
q
q

Problem of comparing Sri Lanka and France
Sri Lanka and France have different institutions and
different levels of development, cannot conclude much
by comparing them.
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North and South Korea
n

Korea before WWII was homogenous
q

The entire peninsula similar:
n
n
n
n
n

n

n

Ethnic
Linguistic
Cultural
Geographic
Economic

Korea had, for the most part, been ruled as a
united kingdom
1910 conquered by Japanese and ruled as a colony
until 1945
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North and South Korea
n
n

In 1945 the peninsula divided
USSR accepted surrender of Japanese north of
38th parallel
q

n

US accepted surrender south of 38th parallel
q

n

Installed Kim Il Sung, a former guerrilla fighter who
had trained with the soviets (and had a Stalinist
approach to economic planning)
US supported Syngman Rhee, who had spent much of
his life in the West, earning a Ph.D. from Princeton

Each side selected/supported a leader in its own
image
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North and South Korea
n
n

Division between North and South arbitrary
Differences between them small, and
economically slightly favored North
q
q

Japanese investment in North somewhat heavier
More heavy industry
n
n
n

n

Large hydroelectric plant
Chemical plants
Largest port

About the same level of GDP per capita
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Korea: a natural experiment?
q

q

q
q

q

North and South Korea
split arbitrarily
No concern for
economic outcome—
geopolitical
No choice in split
Very similar before
hand
Different institutions
imposed

Korea at night
Is there a difference?
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North and South Korea
n
n

Initially North had upper hand (economically)
Kim Il Sung mobilized North Korea on a war
setting
q

n
n

Invaded and fought bloody war with US and South
Koreans (1950-53), with the Chinese entering
eventually

But by 1960s, South Korea started steady growth
By 1980s North Korea system clearly failed,
propped up only by subsidies from USSR, which
ended in 1990s leading to famine.
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North and South Korea
n

Difficult to measure North Korea GDP per capita
q

n

South Korea member of OECD
q

n

GDP per capita around $1,000
GDP per capita around $16,000

Difference? Institutions!
q

The market oriented (although with significant state
involvement and financing) South Korea grew much
more quickly than the totalitarian, kleptocratic,
centrally planned economy of North Korea
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic
n

n

Haiti and the Dominican Republic share the
Caribbean island of Hispaniola
Geographically the two parts of island similar
q
q

n

n

Dominican Republic has more rain
Haiti is somewhat more mountainous

Similar in most other respects—Native population
entirely wiped out soon after arrival of Spanish
All immigrants came—or brought—for economic
reasons
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic
n

n

Hispaniola settled by Spanish and forced slave
labor, but only sparsely settled
French pirates and traders took over the West
q

n

In1700s western economy much more developed:
many slaves (700,000), large exports of sugar
q

n

Started importing slaves, developed sugar plantations

Only 30,000 slaves in East, much lower population
(10% non-slave pop in West, 85% non-slave in East)

Most valuable of France’s overseas colonies
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic
n

From 1791-1804 a slave rebellion kicked out the
French (and defeated an army sent to take it back)
q

n
n

Toussaint Louverture

Renamed the French part of the island Haiti
Haiti invaded Santo Domingo (the eastern side of
the island) several times, but was eventually
expelled
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Haiti and the D.R. 1800-1950
n

Haiti
q

q
q
q

Initially richer, stronger,
more populous
Populated by former slaves
Largely subsistence farming
Distrust of outside—limit
investment, immigration
n

q

n

q

q
q
q

Initially poorer
Mostly Europeans
Economy based on cattle for export
Encouraged immigration,
investment from outside

constitution forbid foreigners to
own land or control means of
production

Unstable government
n

Dominican Republic

1843-1915: 21 of 22 presidents
assassinated or driven from office

q

Unstable government
n

1844 - 1930: 50 changes of government, and
30 revolutions
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Haiti and the D.R. 1950-today
n

Haiti
q
q

q

n

Very poor
Brutal dictators, Francois
“Papa Doc” Duvalier
(1957-71) and Jean-Claude
“Baby Doc” Duvalier
(1971-86)
Massive deforestation,
erosion, decline of agriculture
n

Now only 1% covered in forests

Dominican Republic
q

q

GDP per capita comparable to
other Latin American countries
Rafeal Trujillo, brutal dictator
(1930-61), who ran country as own
business
n

q

But interested in investment (since
benefited)

Lower population, less pressure on
forests (later protected explicitly)
n

28% covered in forests
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic
n

Why the differences? Much disagreement.
q
q

Haiti initially richer, now much poorer
Legacy of slavery
n
n

q

D.R. more attractive to European immigrants and
investors
n

q
q

Distrust of outsiders and outside investment
Haiti: small individual plots of land, subsistence farming, no
exports

Export economy, trade

Population growth, pressure on resources
Early environmental exploitation
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China and the West
n

Theories of growth and development must deal
with China
q

q

n

China, after fall of Rome, ahead of “West” in almost
every economic and technological dimension until
around 1500 (and far ahead around 1000)
By 1900 left far behind, even farther behind in 1980
(but catching up now, even if still relatively poor)

China had technology, wealth, mostly stable
government, and yet fell behind
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China and the West
n

Problem for models
q

q

q

n
n

n

Solow models might predict poorer (West) grow faster,
but only to converge
And in steady state China with higher technology
should be richer
Cannot be a “poverty trap” or a coordination problem
since China initially more developed

Have to look at institutions
Not a natural experiment—China and West
different in many ways
Learn from history
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China and the West
n
n

n

n

China industrial techniques often superior to West
But tendency of regression—instead of better
approach disseminating, often forgotten
Even when an invention took place, often failed to
reach potential
Examples:
q
q

Hemp spinning not adapted to cotton
Iron industry regressed
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China and West
n

Why did Chinese technology not progress even
when scientific knowledge not constraint?
q

Lack of free market and formal property rights
n
n

q

Ming dynasty forbid all foreign trade
Constraints on movement

Powerful state—jealous of other powers
n

State monopolies in salt, iron, tea, alcohol, foreign trade,
education
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China and the West
n

Europe fragmented politically—Nation states
competed for technology and sources of wealth
q

q

n

Often Darwinian: states that did not embrace new
technologies, new sources of wealth, outcompeted and
taken over—and so forced to do so by wealthier and
more powerful neighbors
China never faced such competition until European
powers (and later Japan) forced their way in

Cultural?
q
q

European delight in invention/tinkering
Chinese respect for authority, not challenge existing
structures with new ideas
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China and the West
n

Between 1600-1839 (Opium War) China failed to
learn from West
q

q

Growing differences, as West became more and more
technologically adept, but little absorbed
Example: clock and watches
n
n

n

n

Used initially as present, to obtain audience
Jesuits often brought clocks—partly as way of convincing
Chinese of superiority of Christian worldview
Because the clock so entwined in cultural dominance,
trivialized by Chinese to maintain cultural superiority (or so
Landes (2006) claims)
Clock eventually used to solve precise navigation—by British
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China and the West
n

Between 1600-1839 (Opium War) China failed to
learn from West
q

Example: guns
n

n

n

n

Eventually (Opium War) difference in ability to make war too
large—Chinese state no longer competitive
But had invented cannons in 13th century—then largely
ignored them
Bought some cannons from Europeans, but never developed
ability to create own
Cannons given by Portuguese in 1600s still in use in 1800s—
complete lack of technological progress by Chinese
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China and the West
n

China “failed” in two ways
q
q

n

Did not develop or extend innovations on its own
Did not learn from the foreigners who moved further and further
ahead

Institutional/cultural(?) differences appear to be the key
q

q

q

Strength of state (with no effective external or internal
competition) could impose its own view of world
State benefited from a static (or harmonious) society—innovation
implies the destruction or replacement of what came before
Lack of institutions to support cumulative progress in technology:
academies, scientific societies, competitions
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China and the West
n

Landes (2006):
The history of Chinese advances, then, is one of points of light, separated
in space and time, unlinked by replication and testing, obfuscated by
metaphor and pseudo-profundity, limited in diffusion (with no technology
for diffusion comparable to European printing)—in effect a succession of
ephemera.

n

The Qianlong emperor (r. 1735-1796) in 1793 to Britain :
We have never set much store on strange and ingenious objects, nor do we
need any more of your country’s manufactures.

n

The Jiaqing emperor (r. 1796–1820) in 1816 to Britain:
My dynasty attaches no value to products from abroad; your nation’s
cunningly wrought and strange wares do not appeal to me in the least.
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic

Source: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Scientific Visualization Studio

Source: James P. Blair © 1987 National Geographic Society
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